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  1. What is the percent of civets removed from the wild are allowed to be sold domestically by Indonesia?

0.15

0.2

0.1

2. Why are Asian palm civets referred to as toddy cat?

They feed on cherries

They feed on palm flower sap

They feed on beans

3. Asian palm civets help to maintain tropical forest ecosystems via:

Seed dispersal

Feaces dispersal

Eating pattern

4. Which type of lifestyle does the Asian palm civets lead?

Solitary lifestyle

Wild lifestyle

Free lifestyle

5. Where are Civets extensively hunted and trapped?

Souther China

South Wales
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Northern China

6. What type of forest do Asian palm civets usually inhabit in?

Secondary Forest

Primary forest

Logged forest

7. Why is it little known about the reproductive processes and behavior of civets?

Rarety

Feaces habit

Solitary and nocturnal habits

8. What is the weight range of Asian palm civets?

4 to 8kg

1 to 4kg

2 to 5kg

9. Which part of the day are civets usually active?

Between 6:00 pm and 4:00 am

Between 4:00 am and 6:00 Pm

Between 6:00 am and 4:00 pm

10. Many of the captured Civets from the wild are housed in what type of cages?

Wooden Cage System

Metal Cage System

Battery Cage System
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Asian Palm Civet Quiz: questions and answers

Right answers

  1. What is the percent of civets removed from the wild are allowed to be sold domestically by
Indonesia?
  0.1
  2. Why are Asian palm civets referred to as toddy cat?
  They feed on palm flower sap
  3. Asian palm civets help to maintain tropical forest ecosystems via:
  Seed dispersal
  4. Which type of lifestyle does the Asian palm civets lead?
  Solitary lifestyle
  5. Where are Civets extensively hunted and trapped?
  Souther China
  6. What type of forest do Asian palm civets usually inhabit in?
  Primary forest
  7. Why is it little known about the reproductive processes and behavior of civets?
  Solitary and nocturnal habits
  8. What is the weight range of Asian palm civets?
  2 to 5kg
  9. Which part of the day are civets usually active?
  Between 6:00 pm and 4:00 am
  10. Many of the captured Civets from the wild are housed in what type of cages?
  Battery Cage System
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